
 
Dennis Parker 
Agenda 
 
Implementation knowing vs doing 
Welcome 
Readiness to implement: sands,  rinks, & seeds What to implement The aha formula:  interaction The 
highest average effect sizes 
 Engagement:  interaction + fire 
 
Implementation:  six strategies 
 
How kids get to talk about how they are doing vs not doing Why learn it l give 4 years growth for 1 year 
of instruction Technology :  cc requires it for testing, effect size is .11 effect size CIA is  .11 Self reported 
grades, 1.44 top of the list If you want to improve our schools think about the effect size Craft based 
knowledge, k2 x i2 is aha. Students are intensely interacting with. The knowledge , at PHS walk 4 classes, 
there was processing going on, but every teacher missed some opportunities to improve Max # of 
interaction per kid per minute with complex knowledge - repeat after me, low level of processing, but 
some interaction If turn to your partner, higher quality of interaction The kids did not get to say the key 
vocabulary, no kids got to say the key terms, a low level processing, but with 6 periods a day, the kids 
have a opportunity to say the key terms, things kids are not used to saying everyday in their lives Why 
does this work, why should we try this? 
Touch what you teach.  Use visuals in the classroom, not explain words you don't know with words you 
don't know Visuals carry meaning they don't know 
70 percent of are receptors in our eyes, we are all visual learners How do you use graphics, call attention 
to graphics, touch it Touching it gets attention, more i2 1. Explains words 2.Causes kids to remember 
better 3.Calls attention TESA, proximity, causes learning to get better If teachers don't know why they 
are doing what you ask them to do, for a number of reasons but because give the most k2 & i2 Teachers 
need to know why- part of the implementation How do you get people to do it? 
Organization in US regarding implementation We are real ragged on getting people to do stuff If your 
whole staff tried 3-4 things every year Software for higher achiever, so teacher can be more intense with 
low achiever Teachers can be more effective than software, not that is a bad thing, but outside studies 
show don't get that much for our money Teacher behavior cost nothing, no preparation time, little if 
none In class coaching, change behavior Preliminary consideration- What, Oxnard, Sue Keiser Monrovia 
assist super, no engagement see interaction, processing but not engagement - getting it done but. to 
trying to get better at it, personal investment in the game Chat them up Get them to do something 
trivial I Need to add Cordial vs relational invested, caring, recently gave a workshop on this The Fire part, 
kids own investment, kids personal interest Sentence Frames- whereas you are good at.... you are 
terrible at ..... 
Kids laughing, hunch forward, put their own examples in the slot, have engagement When they fill in 
with their own phrases, that is cognitive voice When I I ask which they want to to first, metacognitive 
voice, FIRE CC opens the door for these types of things These are hot times in the business community, 
person investment Beginning, middle and end of lesson cognitive and meta cognitive voice, only cost is 
coaching to get a change in know how Bob Slavins sands, bricks and seeds Models more successful than 
others Certain conditions make them more effective Three kids of faculties, sands, bricks, seeds, even 
principals 
Sand:  least effective, easily washed away, tcHrs and principals no records of implementing successful, 
not predictable, reactive, chaotic , bing in an innovation it fails,  need to get in a manger to get structure 



Brick:  functional, everyone doing what they need to do, nits function, orderly, organized,a 
management, bring in innovation must have step by step, no creativity, just follow manual, step by step, 
causes achievement to go up because covers 100% of material, check off standards Seed school:  
functional, track record of implementing innovation successfully, campaign by all teachers, do you 
version and some voice and choice,  Santa Ana a few years ago, 25 elem school teams, report in public 
what you have implemented, at the meetings with Dennis, implementation strategy Causes people to 
implement 3rd grade teacher attended from one of the buildings in place of school rep.  Teachers were 
not getting the why at this building, he had been one of the opposers, A sand school may need 
something like this, just to do A seed school, report back Given them a brief understanding of "student 
voice" and ask them to implement I their own way By school, grade level or dept level do you have seed 
or sand? 
 
Principal:  Discussion, Most felt have a few sand teachers, bust most are brick, seeds scattered around 
Tchrs will comment about overachievers (negative), seeds 
 
What if report public number of students reaching standard, number of ELL? 
Different 
Use choral response, some need to have a model, others can take it and make it their own Seeds 
growing on different directions, "and do some things in common". Campaigns going on in school Sand, 
brick and seed within a team 
 
AP:  How do you help teachers reflect? 
10 question survey, for self reflection, not to be turned in Dennis will send us the article - characteristics 
of each, low medium, high to I'd sand, brick, seed, not to be public, just self assess 
 
Walk through is to help people see where they are, not evaluate, naturally step up 
Principal:  most are brick, with some sand and seed, getting along with each other 
Principal:  Literacy Squared, laying foundation for brick and seed 
Principal:  lots of seeds not have developed their voices (want them to be like chia plants) How you 
interact base on sands bricks and seeds, maybe the article of the month, book of the year, etc Make 
space and time for pediological reflection Book clip, jig sawed, 3 books per yr. 
 
3 what's 
Sentence frames 
Every student every time 
See it say it 
 
Say it 
During a lesson, as academic languages comes up the teachers asks students to repeat, Chevy version, at 
end of lesson ask kids to repeat Quick and dirty, 6 to 7 different things, kids drop off,  notice when kids 
don't Change it up so it does't die, this side that side, boys girls, individual,  subgroup, not colors because 
may argue, not complicated. With variation Kids should get used to this 
 
Every student every time- ask a question, who had that answer, white boards, thumbs up, heads 
together, that is a great answer can you repeat the answer have every one say it See it-  graphics 
available, touch them, pointer, finger, laser pointer- touch what you teach 
 



Sentence frames structures thinking.  Asian and Native American languages do not have either or.  
Causes us to see things as two options 
 
I would like to see a grow list of sentence frames two per month This hand out should show how to 
teach sentence frame. A few quick steps Taught not presented 
 
Lesson objective, language objective- sentence frame At a minimum this is a bricks version Seeds people 
Can create your own version 
 
Implementation handout 
First and second order change 
Schools level off sometimes and go backwards, grow every year Conditions to be true, 1st order change, 
something significantly better than you did the year before. Can you list things teachers are doing better 
this year, not necessarily new but better Second order, new never did before, with effect size < .4 
Innovations with large effect size You need to sort out meta cognitive change, change that means 
growth What, why 
 
 
How to implement 
6 steps 
Slavin's statement, teachers want to do the right thing, sometimes they are afraid 
Daniel Willingham, why kids don't like to think 
 
Implement an innovation  
PD 
What to do, why to do it 
With examples, demo is the ideal 
Calendar the innovation- very powerful 
Every student every time is a four week campaign, if you already do heads together do it more 
frequently, it will be calendared and post it, post it in every classroom 
In CA on a poster, jan 10-15, heads together 
Jan 17- 22 cr 
Jan 25- 30 whiteboards 
Etc 
 
Strategy wall in so Carolina and Tulare county 
Strategy Wall- posted by principals 
Thinking Maps- 
Your job as administrator is to make sure it is going on, take pictures of it and post it on the strategy 
wall. Where teachers can see it every day 
Second week add teachers write on a 3x5 card by the picture on the wall about their picture testimonial  
Teachers have a voice with feature in their classrooms 
 
Walk classes 
Talley when you see what you are looking for 
Give them feedback 
 
We wanted teachers to post standards on the wall, passes out state standards, post on wall 



October some had posted but some not 
Others had them posted but no checks 
Librarian offered to take pictures. Put up a transparency 67% had standards posted with check marks.  
Told them that first week in Nov will be in to check, next meeting 82% had them posted with check 
marks-  the teachers were asking the principal to return, next month 96% had posted and check marks 
Percentage posted as a bar graph 
Make it visual and tally 
Have teachers go with you to tally- principal takes over the class and teacher collect tallies, those who 
are using and those who are not 
 
PLC meetings  
Turn in notes, minutes, one meeting a month  
Go over one strategy a month and put it in the notes 
Put a post it on the notes and give feedback to the team 
 
At every faculty meeting first 10-15 minutes have 4 teachers, share how you are implementing 
whiteboards, whatever the campaign is, be strategic 3 that are doing it, 2-3 not doing it, ask the a week 
ahead of time 
Be equitable about teacher selection 
Not pointing the finger at them, etc., it is an invitation to play implement, with public reflection  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dennis Parker pm 
Campaign, consistency 
What do you think sentence frames will help with? 
Structure 
Languages of the West, not Native American Asian, either or How many options do you have with that 
structure? 
Causes you to make a decision but blinds you to more than two decisions 
 
Sentence frames in the packet 
PEP 
Categories of sentence frames, what are they? 
Structures thinking, educated person has structures Teach the structures systematically The grade level 
teams decide the sentence frames Some put up the frames but I think you should teach the sentence 
frames A four step process, all do it if it is a campaign, not some or all Every classroom would have a 
chart with sentence frames you want to have the kids use during the year Staff have been told they have 
to do these Dennis Parker strategies You have introduced it and taught it They haven't been told why If 
you have executive control - I can do sentence frames I know how to teach them, how to do variations, 
understand social and academic purpose, confident to vary it Bruce Joyce says 1.0 effect size executive 
control 



.4 effect size, every week size get a weeks growth, 1 month 1 month growth, etc 
 
Big focus today is how do you get people to do a new campaign, please step outside the box, meta 
cognitively tell teachers why they are doing this, giving kids a better shake in life, qualitative reasons- 
effect size You know it, you've written it, but you can't say it. Perceptions if you sound educated Phrases 
educated people use I ask the kids where they might use the sentence frames Kids get it WHY, what, 
how youngest people to do it I'll give you 6 steps, eventually all your teachers will do it 
 
Context to implement things 
Article by Robert Slavin - Success for All, based on his curriculum for reading, not state standards His six 
components, Johns Hopkins University, Best Evidence, cooperative Learning, Class size, heterogeneous 
vs homogeneous grouping (no difference, unless coop groups heterogeneous with individual and group 
credit) Sands bricks and seeds - research based strategies work if in the right environment 
 
Sands schools- 
Brick schools- 
Seeds schools 
Principal, grade level, depts, districts (bankrupt) Taking an innovation into a sand school Brick school, no 
innovations, leader is a manger, step by step school Seed school, here are se examples, let teachers go, 
plants the seeds they grow 
 
Teacher educated disposition, created or is it their disposition? Saundra 
 
Daniel Willingham, why students don't like school We are wired not to think, we like procedural 
knowledge, Procedural teaching, driving, etc Change interrupts  their flow Most of us are Bricks types of 
people 
 
Readiness for implementation 
Idea, 13-14 yrs working with principals, 13-14% more growth than state requires with 90% of schools No 
growth with some schools, why is that?  Richard Harvard, What I think is wrong, relationship with 
principal and teachers Horses, no 911 buddy, on a new horse, takes a high degree of skill and courage 
The principals that have the most courage, the most skill relationships with people 
 
Types of principals 
4.Coward-afraid to stand up in front of the staff to lead - lack of confidence 
3.Boss- can get things done but when turn their back people slide back, people don't like them, possibly 
afraid of them, no voice and choice, no say in their day 
2.Manager- structured, organized, confident, no new innovations, not beat the odds, don't rock the boat 
1.Leader- leader and manager is good, takes courage, confront what you may be afraid of, telling 
teachers you may not want to go in the direction the rest of us have chosen, I will make as comfortable 
as possible but we are going in that direction 
 
How to choose what to implement in your school Hattie gives list 1.44--.38 Look at top of list Technology 
gives you .11 effect size Promote teacher know how, modeling and coaching, human know how in the 
classroom Choral response, throughout the lesson, at minimum at the end of the lesson Tier three 
words would become natural to them Whiteboards, 3 to 5 times per week give feedback every kid every 
time 



K2 x i2= aha. When you don't have an effect size Kids interact intensely with complex knowledge Know 
how, students choral response sentence frames, key vocabulary 
 
Tell teachers why we are doing it 
Hattie meta cognition, student voice related to meta cognition, engagement Oxnard, Monrovia example, 
students are not engaged, getting i2, but not engagement No juice, no fire, no skin in the game, not 
internally motivated How do you get that? 
In a classroom where kids are engaged, mostly teacher or student talk? 
No Fire 
What causes student engagement, 1. Student cognitive voice, can talk related to the standard  2. Have a 
say in the lesson, Meta cognitive voice, what do you understand don't understand, too slow, too fast, 
good way to do this You get motivation with both of these voices 
 
Six ways to get voice in class 
K-12 lessons 
What teachers, students be saying during a lesson 
 
Give teachers some voice in the innovation, which do you want to do first? 
 
Implementation 
What is the latest book on implementing innovation? probably none, how they came to do it. 
There are a lot of things out there that are too hard. 
Implementation society out there with technical papers A simple version.  Say why.  First order and 
second order change Doing things better, doing something new What are we doing better this year? 
What are we doing different that we didn't do last year? 
Doug Reeves, etc 
Page 4 on the handout 
PD training, what and why 
Courage to step out and calendar it, let you do your version, but all try Took a month to implement 
every student every time - calendared it week before First week of the month introduce sentence 
frames, implement and see them on a chart, next month, first week of the month introduce to kids and 
chart it post it Walk around and see if they are doing it,  help them if not, let me start a lesson for you, 
go see that teacher, encourage but setting a date to go back to see it implemented Jan 7-12. Heads 
together Jan 14-19 thumbs up thumbs down Jan 21 - 24 choral response Jan 26. -  white boards 
 
Post chart over the copy machine, teacher boxes Post in the classroom 
 
Strategy wall 
Tulare, North Carolina 
Big chart 
Strategy of the week or month written 
Trained, calendared, 
Principal takes photos 
During the week photos go up 
Other staff can take pictures 
Promoting implementation via invitation how others are doing it Tulare county principal added 3 x5 card 
teacher voice on how they did the strategy, like it or not How is this helpful? 



Key features in packet grade level leadership teams, calendar it strategy wall Tally how many times you 
see the strategy, feedback if you saw the strategy, I saw in  6 of 12 classroom. 50% Graph each time 
tallied Admin do the tallies After a few weeks, have teachers go and tally, take the teachers class, 
struggling with strategy or not doing, or is a voice of those who are doing it 
 
How you get people to do stuff  
 
Tallies are worthless unless made public  
 
Librarian that charted tallies example 
3 months it took them to get it done, no teachers names were listed anywhere 
 
PLC meetings- turn in notes, return with comments Once per month talk about the innovation and write 
on your notes One faculty meeting 4 teachers a week ahead of time share how they have implemented 
the innovation, strategy, sentence frames etc 
3 who are doing it 3 who are not 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


